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difficulties, and from twenty or thirty ' tall' ships they were
reduced to eight or ten small vessels ; and they apprehended
the loss even of these since London, " having infinitely in-
creased by our and others1 ruin, possesses almost the only
trade " *. They entreated Elizabeth that " the Londoners
may be commanded to receive us into a community of
trade ", and in the next reign they again vented their indig-
nation against the metropolis which took away their trade:
" As if ", they wrote, " God had no sons to whom He gave
the benefit of the earth but in London " z.
In the case of Shrewsbury the issue between the metro- Efforts to
polls and the provinces was raised in another form. On th
occasion London capitalists did not seek to establish
monopoly in a foreign market, but to break down an exist-
ing monopoly in the home market. Under the mediaeval
economic system there was a tendency for a particular
town to serve as the privileged centre of a producing area,
for the sale of whose products it was the natural market.
This tendency was now being increasingly challenged by the
desire of London capitalists to ignore local demarcations,
and create a national market in which all dealers met on a
similar footing. The fact that London was identified with
the movement towards free trade at home, while it pursued
the opposite policy abroad, warns us not to look for any
explanation of its conduct but that of opportunism. The
story is unfolded in a series of petitions to the Privy Council.
The drapers of Shrewsbury, Oswestry and Whitchurch stated
that they were accustomed to buy Welsh cloth at Oswestry
market, after which they dressed and dyed it, and then sent
it to Blackwell Hall where it was bought by the merchants
for sale in England and France. They complained that
London merchants carrying on trade with France went into
North Wales, bought up the cloth, and shipped it abroad.
The Privy Council decided (1613) that the London merchants
must buy Welsh cloth at Blackwell Hall. Its decision was
prompted partly by the traditional principle of ' one man
one trade '—merchants and drapers ought not to encroach
on each other's occupation nor attempt to * embrace the whole
1 Latimer, Merchant Venturers of Bristol, 60 seq. (1595)-       * •*&"*• *44-

